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While recent studies have established
the presence of voltage-gated
ion channels on Schwann cells in culture and on
freshly isolated fibers from mature mammals, an important
issue not yet explored is whether Schwann cell channels are
regionally specialized.
In the nodal region, the intimate association between the Schwann cell and its axon suggests
that this is a likely site for functional
specialization.
Here,
we examine whether there is a localized expression
of channels in the Schwann
cell paranodal
regions, in a manner
similar to that already shown for the nodal axon. Cell-attached and outside-out
patch-clamp
recordings
were made
from paranodal regions of rat myelinated sciatic nerve fibers
where the myelin on both sides of the node was retracted
by enzymatic treatment.
Even though no myelin was visible
on the surface of the retracted paranode, significant
portions
of this surface were found to stain positively with a marker
(anti-galactocerebroside)
for Schwann
cell membranes,
suggesting
that part of the axon still was covered by glial
membranes.
Using Lucifer yellow in the recording
pipettes,
we observed
that the dye diffused
into either axons or
Schwann cells when the membrane
under the tip was ruptured. Using this as a criterion
to identify membranes
obtained from retracted paranodes,
we found delayed and inwardly rectifying
potassium
channels
on both axon- and
Schwann-derived
patches. However, sodium channels were
detected only in axon patches. This is the first report that
voltage-gated
glial channels are present in immediate
vicinity to axons of the PNS. This finding, coupled with earlier
reports that functional channels are absent in soma of mature myelinating
Schwann cells, suggests that ion channels
in these cells are regionally specialized
for functional
interaction with axons.

The node of Ranvier is a narrow gapof axon alonga myelinated
fiber that generatescurrents for nerve impulses.This nodal region is one of the most congestedsites of ion traffic in nerve
signaling:the gap is a mere 0.5-1.0 pm wide and contains the
highest density of ion channelsof all known excitable membranes. Clearly, a proper control of the microenvironment in
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the nodal region is crucial for normal nerve function. The complex axon-glia relation in this region suggestsa glial role in
modulating the nodal environment: the Schwanncell membrane
differentiates into numerous finger-like microvilli that closely
apposethe nodal membrane,and the mitochondrial content in
Schwanncellsis highestnearthe paranode.Indeed, the complex,
metabolically active paranodal apparatushasalwaysbeen consideredby morphologiststo function as a whole unit in nodal
physiology. Numerous hypotheseshave been suggestedfor the
control of the ionic balanceat the node, including the attribution
of buffering properties to the cation-binding substancepresent
in the nodal gap (Landon and Langley, 197l), a direct shunting
of currents from the nodal axon into Schwanncells (Brismar,
1983),and a role for Schwanncell paranodalpocketsasa source
and/or sink for Na ions neededfor excitation (Ellisman et al.,
1980).
An understanding of the properties of paranodal Schwann
membraneis basic to assessing
its role in influencing the nodal
microenvironment. This regionnormally is inaccessiblefor electrophysiological studiesof ion channels.Previous patch-clamp
experimentson myelinating Schwanncellswererestricted to the
cell soma(Chiu, 1987, 1988). Interestingly, thesestudieshave
shown that channelsare present only transiently during early
development and disappearfrom the somaas the animal matures (Wilson and Chiu, 1990). However, the possibility of a
regional specialization in ion channelsin the paranodal region
cannot be excluded.
In this study, patch-clamp experimentswere performed in the
paranodal region of mature rat myelinated fibers by retracting
the myelin with enzymatic treatments. Using Lucifer yellowfilled pipettes to distinguish between the axon and the glial
membrane, we found that both axon- and Schwann-derived
patchescan be obtained from retracted paranodes.As expected,
axon patchespossesschannelssimilar to the describedmacroscopic currents in traditional gap-clamp studies(Stampfli and
Hille, 1976). More important, Schwann patchesalsocontain a
variety of K channels similar to those observed in the axon.
This is the first evidencethat voltage-gatedchannelsare present
in a glial region in immediate proximity to axons in a mature
nerve fiber.

Materials

and Methods

Cellpreparation.
Dawley)

Schwann cells from sciaticnerves of adult rats (Sprague-

were isolated

acutely

for morphological

and patch-clamp

stud-

ies by collagenase treatment (0.3Ob, Type I, Cooper Biomedical) for l2 hr at 37°C as described previously (Chiu, 1987). Briefly, following
incubation, nerve segments were teased apart gently and then sandwiched between 2 coverslips. Under Locke solution, the top coverslip
was pushed aside carefully to expose dissociated fibers. Retracted paranodes (as in Fig. 2) appeared to be more abundant if, during teasing
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and spreading, tension was exerted along the nerve’s longitudinal axis.
Electrophysiology. Electrophysiological experiments were performed
using a Nikon Diaphot inverted microscope equipped with epifluorescent optics for viewing dye-stained cells. Patch-clamp studies were carried out as described previously (Wilson and Chiu, 1990). Briefly, using
a List EPC-7 amplifier, recordings were made on myelinated nerve fibers
1-8 hr after isolation. The current output was low-pass filtered at l-2
kHz @-pole Bessel, Freauencv Device) and sampled every 100-300 Bsec.
Pulse generation and data acquisition were performed-with an SMS1000 microcomputer and an INDEC laboratory interface. Single-channel currents were recorded using cell-attached and outside-out configurations (Hamill et al., 1981). Formation of gigaseals on retracted
paranodes appeared to be most easily accomplished when pipette resistances ranged from 10 to 30 Ma. Pipette junction potentials were
nulled immediately prior to seal formation. Most membrane patches
were held at either the cell resting potential (cell-attached) or -75 mV
(outside-out).
In voltage-ramp experiments, the membrane potential was ramped
linearly between the 2 indicated potentials at a speed of 0.83 V/set, and
the response was sampled every 300 nsec, as described previously (Wilson and Chiu, 1990). Typically, 20 individual ramp responses were
averaged for each ensemble. Leakage currents were subtracted using a
leakage template generated either by linear extrapolation between observed closed segments within a single ramp trace or by using traces
with no channel openings (Wilson and Chiu, 1990). Current-voltage (Zk) relations for open channels were obtained first by averaging open
segments selected from the current series, then subtracting the leakage
from the averaged currents using leakage templates generated from averaged closed segments. The open-channel probability (p,) was determined by dividing the average current by the open-channel current.
In voltage-step experiments, the membrane patch was stepped to
various potentials from a holding potential of -75 mV. Test pulses
were preceded by a prepulse to - 120 mV. Currents were sampled at
100 psec, unless otherwise indicated, and capacitative and linear leakage
currents were subtracted from all records prior to analysis and display.
Kinetic analysis was performed on ensemble currents. Activation of
peak sodium conductance was determined from the Z-V relations by
dividing the peak currents by (E - E,,), then normalizing by the maximum conductance at -35 mV. Steady-state sodium current inactivation was determined by measuring the peak current at -5 mV as the
prepulse potential was varied. Prepulse durations of 100 msec were
used. The inactivation time constant for sodium current, rl, was determined from semilog plots of the initial decaying phase of the current.
For potassium current, r, was determined by fitting the rise phase of
the current with the equation I = A( 1 - exp[ -(t - t,)h,])“, where A is
a constant, and tDis a constant such that Z = 0 for 0 < t < t,.
Solutions. Unless otherwise mentioned, the bath solutions used in the
present experiments were essentially Ca*+ free to minimize the possibility of fusion between axonal and Schwann membranes. However, the
presence or absence of Caz+ did not appear to influence the likelihood
of obtaining either Schwann- or axon-derived patches. Cells normally
were bathed in Locke solution containing 154 mM NaCl, 5.6 mM KCl,
0 mM CaCl,, 2 mM EGTA, and 10 mM morpholinopropionyl
sulfonate
buffer (pH, 7.4). In some experiments, potassium was substituted for
sodium, resulting in a final potassium concentration of 160 mM. In cellattached and excised outside-out recordings examining primarily potassium currents, the pipettes were filled with a 140-mM KC1 solution
that contained 140 mM KCl, 1 mM CaCl,, 2 mM MgCl,, 10 mM EGTA,
10 mM Hepes buffer; the pH of the solution was brought to 7.2 by
addition of 27 mM NaOH. In sodium current experiments, pipette solutions contained: 70 mM CsCl, 70 mM tetraethylammonium chloride
(TEACl), 1 mM CaCl,, 2 mM MgCl,, 10 mM EGTA, and 10 mM Hepes
buffer (pH, 7.2).
Zmmunofluorescent labeling. Retracted paranodes were labeled with
a monoclonal antibody to galactocerebroside (Gal-C), a surface marker
for Schwann cell membranes, which was generously provided by B.
Ranscht (Ranscht et al., 1982). Briefly, &ve fibers, prepared as for
patch-clamp experiments, were preincubated in Locke solution containing 10% calf serum (blocking solution) for 30 min, then incubated
in Gal-C (1:200, in blocking solution) for 30-60 min. After several
washes in plain Locke solution, cells were incubated in fluoresceinconjugated anti-mouse IgG3 (1: 100 in blocking solution; Organon Teknika-Cappel) for 1 hr, then washed prior to viewing.
Lucifer vellow stainim Lucifer vellow CH (dilithium salt. Sigma) was
prepared at 1% conce&ation u&g either of the above-listed pipette

solutions. The precipitate was filtered out (using 0.2~pm hlters) immediately prior to filling pipettes; the final concentration of Lucifer
yellow obviously was sufficient to mark cells. Surprisingly, no precipitation occurred when Lucifer yellow was prepared in solution containing
TEACl. Lucifer yellow was injected into retracted paranodes by dilfusion. Typically, paranodes were maintained in whole-cell recording mode
for 3-7 min after the initial disruption of the membrane to allow sufficient time for diffusion through axons or the many myelin layers of
Schwann cells.
Cells were stained with Lucifer yellow immediately following cellattached recordings or immediately prior to outside-out recordings using
the same pipette as for the recordings. Only responses from cell-attached
or outside-out patches where Lucifer yellow clearly marked either the
axon or the Schwann cell have been included in this report. This represented 20% of the attempted Lucifer yellow injections; in the remaining 80%, either (1) there was no diffusion of the dye out of the
pipette; (2) dye was limited to a small area on the paranode surface,
perhaps a membrane fragment or vesicle; or (3) dye was confined to
one side of the node but was too dim to identify the other characteristics
typical of the 2 categories (see Fig. 4). Lucifer yellow never was seen to
diffuse to both Schwann cells and axons.
Electron microscopy. Sciatic nerves used for morphologic examination of retracted paranodes were prepared as for patch-clamp experiments. Generally, coverslips with well-spread nerve fibers were fixed
with 4% glutaraldehyde in Locke solution for 1 hr at room temperature.
After fixation, nerves were rinsed in Locke solution, postfixed in 2%
OsO,, dehydrated, and embedded in Durcupan. Embedded Schwann
cells with retracted paranodes were selected for longitudinal sectioning.
Whenever possible, mean values + the standard error of the means
are given. All experiments were done at a room temperature of around

25°C.
Results
With potassiumin the pipettes and sodium asthe major cation
in the bath, whole-cell recordings made at the soma of adult
myelinating Schwann cellsusually show no signof voltage-dependent currents (Chiu, 1987). Indeed, cell-attachedrecordings
at the cell soma of adult myelinating cells show no potassium
channel activities (Wilson and Chiu, 1990). However, when
whole-cell recordingswere made from Schwanncellsbathed in
160 mM potassiumLocke solution, an inwardly rectifying current wassometimesobserved for small-diameterfibers. A typical example is shown in Figure 1, left. A significant portion of
this current wasreducedby external Cs+(Fig. 1, right), suggesting
that the observed current is similar to the inwardly rectifying
potassiumcurrents seentransiently during development (Wilson and Chiu, 1990). Becausethese channelsdisappearfrom
the somaduring the initial phaseof myelin formation (Wilson
and Chiu, 1990), the whole-cell currents observed in Figure 1
may be extrasomal in origin. Indeed, the block produced by
bath-applied Cs+took significantly longer (typically, 3-l 5 min)
than would be expected if channelswere freely exposed. One
possibility is that channelsare wrapped within the myelin or
located at the distant paranodal processes.It therefore seems
unlikely that the currents shownin Figure 1 are under adequate
spaceclamp. In order to study the currents under strict voltageclamp conditions, the experimentsthat follow were performed
using single-channelrecordings at sites away from the soma,
namely, the paranode.

Membrane identification at the paranode
In our early experimentssearchingfor channelson normal adult
paranodes,channelswere not detected (approximately 30 cellattached patcheswith KC1 in the pipette), suggestingthat either
functional channelsare absentfrom the surfacemembrane of
myelinating Schwanncellsor that the density of active channels
is fairly low. In contrast, channels often were encounteredin
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Figure I. Whole-cell recordings from soma of myelinating adult
Schwann cell. The pulse protocol used here was similar to that used in
whole-cell studies of inward rectifiers in glia (Barres et al., 1988). Briefly,
from a holding potential of +60 mV, the membrane was stepped to
+ 60, - 60, - 80, - 100, and - 120 mV, respectively (the lowest current
truce corresponds to - 120 mV). Leakage currents have been subtracted
using currents elicited by stepping the membrane from the holding
potential to +85 mV. The cell was initially bathed in isotonic K (160
mM K Locke solution; see Materials and Methods). The indicated times
denote times following bath application of a Locke solution containing
80 mM CsCl and 80 mM KCl. The current reduction took a long time
to occur (15 min, right). Similar results were obtained when the bath
solutions were switched from 140 mM KC1 and 20 mM tetramethylammonium chloride (TMA, control) to 140 mM KC1 and 20 mM CsCl.
This suggests that the current reduction is due to channel block by Cs+,
as noted for other inward rectifiers, as opposed to a decrease in conductance resulting from a decreased K+ concentration. Pipettes contained 140 mM KCI (see Materials and Methods).

patch-clamp recordings made from paranodes where a major
portion of the myelin sheath appeared retracted. Figure 2, A
and B, presents 2 examples of these retracted paranodes. The
length of exposed membrane varied considerably between cells,
and retracted paranodes could appear straight (Fig. 2A) or widened on either side of the presumed node (Fig. 2B). While the
newly exposed membrane appears devoid of myelin, it is pos-
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sible that a thin Schwann membrane still may cover the axon.
Indeed, similar widened nodes of Ranvier, which retain a thin
Schwann layer, have been observed after myelin retraction following treatment with low calcium in culture (Blank et al., 1974).
Figure 2C shows the retracted paranode in Figure 2B following
exposure to an antibody to Gal-C, which selectively recognizes
Schwann cell membranes. In most cases, both the myelin and
the surface of retracted paranodes proved to be Gal-C positive.
The nodal gap was never labeled.
One likely explanation for the Gal-C labeling pattern is that
fragments of Schwann cell membrane are left behind as the
axon’s paranodal membrane is exposed. Figure 3 shows longitudinal electron-microscopic sections of sciatic nerve fibers with
retracted paranodes. Although the presumed nodal membrane
appears devoid of fragments (Fig. 3A), membrane vesicles are
scattered along the axon’s paranodal region, which often appears
as a widening of the axon. These vesicles are similar to those
observed within the paranodal myelin loops (shown at higher
magnification in Fig. 3B) and, ifthey originate from the Schwann
cell, would appear to account for the Gal-C staining of this
region.
The above results suggest that the membrane on the surface
of retracted paranodes might originate from either Schwann cells
or axons and, further, that it may be difficult to distinguish
between the 2 membranes during patch recordings. To circumvent this problem, 1% Lucifer yellow was injected by diffusion
from patch pjpettes applied to the retracted paranode region
(Fig. 4A, arrowhead). Primarily, 2 staining patterns were observed. In the first (Fig. 4B, left), dye spread to both sides of
the node, often extended beyond the next node, and was contained within a band narrower than the width of the myelin
sheath. This staining pattern was assumed to be a result of
patching the axonal membrane. In the second type (Fig. 4B,
right), dye never crossed nodal boundaries, extended through
the entire width of the myelin sheath on only 1 of the 2 internodes flanking the node, appeared most fluorescent along the

Figure 2. Retracted paranodes in acutely dissociated adult rat sciatic nerve fibers. A, Example of a retracted paranode with a straight segment
between myelin borders. B, Example of a retracted paranode where the axon appeared to widen as it approached the myelin sheath. C, Same fiber
as shown in B following immunohistochemical labeling with a monoclonal antibody to Gal-C and fluorescein-conjugated IgG3. Note that label
was found on the outermost surface of the internodes on both sides, as well as on a major portion of the rectracted paranode. The nodal gap, in
contrast, was not labeled. Scale bar in A represents 20 pm and applies to A-C. Retracted paranodes were obtained by enzymatic treatments, as
described in Materials and Methods.
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Figure 3. Electron micrographsof
longitudinallysectionedretractedparanodes.Note the membranevesicles
alongboth sidesof the presumedformer paranodalregion(A); the bulging
segmentnear the center may correspondto the nodalregion.Scalebar, 3
pm. B, Higher magnificationat the
myelin border from a different fiber.
Scalebar, 1 pm.

myelin’s outer perimeter, and indeed, often extended into the
Schwann cell soma. This secondtype of staining pattern was
assumedto be a result of patching the membranethat belonged
to the ensheathingSchwann cell. Because45% of the 98 successfulinjections marked Schwann cells, these results suggest
there is an approximately equal probability of recording from
axonal and Schwann cell membranewhen applying pipettes to
retracted paranodes.Furthermore, it appearsthat at least some
membrane “fragments” remain continuous with the Schwann
cell proper (and, in fact, may be paranodal loops, albeit a bit
distorted).

Of obvious interest is whether Schwann and axonal patches
differ in channel properties. In the experiments reported here,
retracted paranodeswere approached with pipettes containing
1% Lucifer yellow in intracellular recording solution (seeMaterials and Methods). In all cases,the patch pipette was placed
midway between the presumed node and the myelin border.
Only responsesfrom cell-attached or outside-out patcheswhere
Lucifer yellow clearly marked either the axon or the Schwann
cell have been included in this report (seeMaterials and Methods). Unless otherwise noted, experiments were performed in
essentially Caz+-free solutions to minimize the possibility of
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Figure 4. Membrane identification using Lucifer yellow. A, Two examples of retracted paranodes examined with Lucifer-containing recording
pipettes. B, Same fibers as shown in A following Lucifer yellow injection at the indicated locations (A, arrowheads), as viewed with epifluorescence
optics. Patches originating from paranodes stained as shown on the &I were classified as axon derived, while patches originating from paranodes
stained asshown on the right were classified as Schwann derived. Scale bar in A represents 20 pm and applies to A and B. C, Recordings from 2
outside-out patches originating from axonal (left) and Schwann cell (right) paranodal membranes. Inward current is plotted downwards. The patch
shown on the left was stepped from - 10 to +60 mV in 20-mV increments from a holding potential of - 100 mV, the patch on the right was
stepped from -5 to +65 mV in 20-mV increments from a holding potential of -75 mV. In both cases, the bath contained 160 mM KC1 Locke
solution, and pipettes contained 140 mM KC1 (see Materials and Methods). Data were filtered at 1 kHz and sampled every 100 psec.
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Figure 5. Delayedrectifyingpotassium
currentsin axon-andSchwann-derived
outside-outparanodalpatches.A, Axon-derivedpatch.Currents
arein response
to a voltageramp.The bathcontained156mMNaClLockesolution.B, Schwann-derived
patches.For the first patch(toptruce),
the bath contained156mMNaCl Lockesolution,whilefor the secondpatch(bottomtrace), the bath contained160mM KC1Lockesolution.In
all cases,
thepipettecontained140mMKCl. In bothA andB, eachtrace represents
the averageof 10individualresponses
to a linearvoltageramp

from - 150to + 100mV. Currentswerefilteredat 1 kHz and sampled
every 300psec.C, voltagedependence
of the time constantof activation
(7.) for delayed-rectifyingpotassium
currentsfor axons(opencircles, n = 5) andSchwanns
(solid circles, n = 3) studiedwith voltagesteps(see
MaterialsandMethods).Data werepooledfrom 2 differentpatchconfigurations
(cell-attached
andoutside-out);in cell-attached
patches,thebath
contained160mMKCl, and absolutepotentialswerecalibratedassuming
a restingpotentialof 0. The solid curverepresents
theoreticalfrog 7,
calculatedusingthe equation‘T,= ll[~l,,(P’)+ &,(v)], with a.(v) andfi,( q takenfrom Table1of SchwarzandEikhof(1987).D, Normalizedvoltage
dependence
of conductance
for the delayedrectifiersin Schwanncells(left curve,n = 2) and axons(right curve,n = 4). Datawereobtainedfrom
cell-attached
patcheswith 160mMKC1Lockesolutionin thebath,pipettescontained140mMKCl. Conductance,
G, wascalculatedfrom theramp
current,Z,accordingto the equationG = Z/(E - E,), whereE, is the reversalpotentialdeterminedfrom rampZ-Vcurrents(seelower truce in B).
Absolutepotentialswerecalibratedassuming
a restingpotentialof 0 mV in all cases.

fusion betweenaxonal and Schwanncell membranes.In no case
wasLucifer yellow seento diffuse into both axonsand Schwann
cells.
Delayed-rectifying

K currents

Currents resemblingdelayed rectifiers in excitable membranes
wereobservedin 100%and 50%of the 15axon- and 2 1Schwannderived patches, respectively. Figure 4C shows currents observed in outside-out patches derived from axon (left) and
Schwann(right) membranesunder approximately symmetrical
K conditions. Currents were elicited by a seriesof voltage steps
ranging from - 10 to 65 mV. Both currents activated more
rapidly with increasingdepolarization, reversedaround 0 mV,
and inactivated only minimally (by about 20 f 5%, N = 6;
measuredat the end of a lOO-msecdepolarization that elicited
the peak outward current, ranging from +65 to +105 mV).
Even though no quantitative comparisonswere made, current
magnitudesappearedto be on the average 10 times smallerin
Schwann-derivedpatches.
When Na+ wasthe major cation outside the membrane,only
outward currents were observed. Figure 5, A and B, presents
typical I- Vrelationships obtained from axon- (A) and Schwann-

derived (B) outside-out patchesin responseto linear voltage
ramps from - 150 to + 100 mV with normal (154 mM) Na+ in
the bath. Each trace representsthe average of 20 individual
responses.For comparison,the lower trace in Figure 5B shows
the corresponding relation with 160 mM K+ in the bath for a
different Schwann-derivedpatch. In the few caseswherediscrete
channel activity could be discerned,the slopeconductance (y)
for this channel was estimatedas 13-l 4 pS, in agreementwith
previous measurements
for delayedrectifiersin frog nodes(Conti et al., 1984)and Schwann cells (Shrageret al., 1985; Wilson
and Chiu, 1990).
A kinetic analysisof potassiumchannelactivation usingmacroscopic currents is shown in Figure 5, C and D. The time
constant of activation for potassiumcurrents, 7,, appearsto be
similar in axon- (open circles) and Schwann-derived(solid circles)patches(Fig. 5C’).The solidcurve showstheoretical voltage
dependenceof r, obtained for the frog node; in comparison,the
voltage dependenceof the present 7, appearsto be shifted by
about 20 mV in the hyperpolarizing direction. This is presumably due to the absenceof external calcium in this study.
Figure 5D presentsthe average normalized activation curve
for conductanceobtained from I- I/relations for Schwann-(n =
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Figure 6. Inwardly rectifying currents in axon (A) and Schwann (Z3)
patches. The top 2 traces are individual records, and the bottom trace
is the ensemble average of lo-20 records. A, Cell-attached patch with
156 mM NaCl Locke solution in the bath. The absolute potentials shown
have been calculated assuming a resting potential of - 75 mV. B, Outside-out natch with 160 mM KC1 Locke solution in the bath. In both A
and B, pipettes contained 140 mM KCI. Data were filtered at 1 kHz and
sampled every 300 psec.

2) and axon-derived (n = 4) cell-attached patcheswith 160 mM
K+ in the bath. A comparison of the 2 curves suggeststhat
Schwann channelsactivate at more hyperpolarized potentials
(about 15 mV more negative) when compared with axon chan-

Figure 7. Voltage dependence of open-channel probability for inward
rectifiers in Schwann-derived patches. The upper trace(P) shows average
open-channel probability from 3 cell-attached patches. P was obtained
by dividing the ensemble current (I) by the open-channel current (I,).
Both Zand Z, represent the average from the 3 patches. Z, was determined
by averaging open segments selected from a series of individual current

traceselicitedby the sameramp protocol,then subtractingthe leak
current from the averaged open-channel current using leak templates.
Leak templates were obtained by similarly averaging closed segments.
The smooth curve superimposed on the P data represents the corresponding open-channel probability for inwardly rectifying potassium
channels in soma of developing Schwann cells (taken from Fig. 8 of
Wilson and Chiu, 1990). Pipettes contained 140 mM KCI; the bath
contained 160 mM KC1 Locke solution with 2.2 mM Ca*+.

nels.

Finally, with pipettes containing 140 mM CsCl, a significant
portion of outward current remainedin both axon- and Schwannderived outside-out patches(data not shown).However, switching to pipettes containing 70 mM CsCl and 70 mM TEACl eliminated outward currents completely; one possibleinterpretation
is that axonal and Schwannparanodal membranesmay contain
2 populations of delayed-rectifying potassiumchannelsdistinguishableby their Cs+sensitivity.
Inward

rectifies

With K+ as the major cation on the outside of the membrane,
inward current activity could be observedover the hyperpolarizing potential rangein half of both axon- (N= 10)and Schwannderived (N = 9) patches.Figure 6 showscurrent responsesfrom
an axon-derived cell-attachedpatch (left column) and a Schwannderived outside-out patch (right column). The currents were
generated by a linear voltage ramp; the top 2 traces in each
column are the individual responses,and the bottom-most trace
is the ensembleaverageof 20 responses.Currents were clearly
inwardly rectifying (with an estimatedreversal potential around
0 mV) and activated over a potential range distinct from the
activation range for delayed rectifiers. The axon channels(Fig.
6, left) may correspondto the inward rectifiers recently described
in rat spinal root myelinated axons (Baker et al., 1987).

In many patches, multiple conductance levels (presumably
reflecting multiple channels)were observed. Figure 7 presents
the average open-channelI- V relationship (I,) for 3 Schwannderived cell-attached patchescontaining only 1 active channel.
The average slope conductance for thesechannelswas 25 pS,
asmeasuredbetween - 150 and - 50 mV. This is smallerthan
the 35 pS reported for inward rectifiers in developing Schwann
cells(Wilson and Chiu, 1990).However, in that study, the singlechannel conductancewas determined over a more hyperpolarized potential range (about -230 to - 160 mV). Finally, the
open-channelprobability (P), obtained by dividing the average
ramp current (I) by the open channel Z-V relationship, peaks
around - 50 mV, so thesechannelsappearmaximally active in
the normal resting potential range.Interestingly, the probability
curve obtained for these paranodal channelsoverlaps closely
with the steady-stateopen-channelprobability (Fig. 7, smooth
curve) reported for inward rectifiersseenin the newbornSchwann
cell soma in identical recording solutions (Wilson and Chiu,
1990). Both curves appear to decreaseas the potential approaches0. However, whether the probability actually goesto
0 around 0 mV is difficult to assessdue to uncertainties in
resolving small currents.
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Figure 8. Sodium currents in outside-out patches of axon-derived paranodal membrane. A, Single-channel sodium currents. The top 3 traces in
the left columns are individual responses, and the bottom traces are the corresponding ensemble average of 10 traces. The patch was stepped to
the indicated test potentials from a 100-msec prepulse to - 120 mV. The single-channel I- V relationship is shown on the right (n = 3); the straight
line represents a least-square fit to the data with a single-channel conductance of 13 pS. B, Ensemble sodium currents observed in a separate patch
that has a much larger amplitude than A. The currents were generated by a family of step depolarizations ranging from -75 to +65 mV in 20mV increments, preceded by a prepulse to - 120 mV. The corresponding peak I- Vrelation is shown in the inset. C, Voltage dependence of sodium
activation (open circles, n = 4) and inactivation (solid circles, n = 3). Normalized activation and inactivation of peak ensemble currents were
determined as described in Materials and Methods. The 2 solid curves represent the theoretical activation and inactivation taken from Schwarz
and Eikof (1987) for sodium currents in rat nodes. For steady-state Na inactivation, h, was calculated according to the equation h, = l/(1 +
exp[(V - V&Q), with V, = -72 mV and k = 6.02mV (from Fig. 7 of Schwarzand Eikhof, 1987; for comparison with our data, the potentials
for the rat nodal data have been converted to absolute potentials using the reported resting potential of -78 mV in that study). For steady-state
Na activation, the solid curve represents rna3, where m, = I/( 1 + exp[( V, - v/k]), with V,,,= -45 mV and k = 7.84 mV (from Fig. 6 of Schwarz
and Eikhof, 1987). The dotted curve represents the result of shifting the theoretical h, and mm3 curves by -28 and - 19 mV, respectively. D,
Voltage dependence of the time constant of inactivation rh (solid circles, n = 5). The insets show semilog plots of the sodium current decay, showing
a single exponential phase at - 35 mV and a biphasic one at + 5 mV, only the initial time constant is plotted, however. The solid curve is a theoretical
curve from rat nodes calculated according to the equation 71,= 1/[01,,(P’) + &,(v)], with (Y~(k’) and P,(v) taken from Table 1 of Schwarz and Eikhof
(1987). In all cases (A-D), data were filtered at 2 kHz and sampled every 100 psec. The bath contained 156 mM NaCl Locke solution; pipettes
contained 70 mM CsCl and 70 mM TEACl.

Sodium

currents

Sodium currents were isolated by using pipettes containing 70
mM C&l and 70 mM TEACl. Out of a total of 19 axon-derived
patchesstudied under theseconditions, 13 had detectable sodium currents. In contrast, sodium currents were not observed
in any of the 9 patches that were clearly identified as myelin
derived. As a result, the remaining data discussedoriginate
from the axonal membrane.Even though sodiumchannelshave

not been detected in Schwann patches, we have included an
analysisof axonal sodiumchannelsbecausethis is the first report
of single-channelrecordings at or near the mammalian node,
and it would be of interest to seeif single-channelproperties
conform to previous studiesof mammalianchannelsusingthe
macroscopicvoltage clamp.
Figure 8A, left, showscurrents obtained from an outside-out
patch that contained 2-3 channels.The patch was steppedto
the indicated potentials from a prepulsepotential of - 120mV;
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the top 3 traces are original individual responses, while the
bottom trace is an ensemble average of 10 such traces. Channels
opened rapidly after the onset of the voltage pulse, and the
amplitude of single-channel currents decreased with increasing
depolarization. Single-channel current amplitudes from 3 different patches are plotted against the test potential in the Z-v
relationship shown on the right. The estimated single-channel
conductance is 13 pS, similar to 11 pS reported for the frog
node by Jonas et al. (1989).
The observed magnitude of peak sodium currents varied a
great deal from patch to patch, even for comparable pipette
resistances (R). The peak sodium current observed in the 13
axon-derived patches with currents ranged from -2 to - 165
pA. In the outside-out patch shown in Figure 8B (R = 2 1 MB),
the family of current responses was elicited by a series of voltage
steps ranging from - 55 to +65 mV. Test pulses were preceded
by a prepulse to - 120 mV to remove resting inactivation. In
this patch, the average magnitude of the peak sodium current
was roughly 40 times the size of that presented in Figure 8A (R
= 20 MQ). This variability in current magnitude might be
due to a variation in the original proximity of the membrane
to the node. Despite the difference in response magnitudes, however, currents in the 2 patches behaved similarly. As shown in
the inset Z-V relations (Fig. 8A,B), the largest inward current
was observed in response to the - 35-mV test pulse, and currents
reversed at +45 mV, in agreement with the predicted Nerstian
value of t-44 mV (using an internal sodium concentration of
27 mM; see Materials and Methods).
In Figure SC, the average voltage dependence of activation
(open circles; iV = 4) and inactivation (solid circles; N = 3) are
examined more closely. The time constant of inactivation, rl,
is shown in Figure 80. Sodium current inactivation proceeds
more or less in a single exponential fashion (- 3 5 mV, see inset
in D); however, at higher depolarizations, a second slow phase
of inactivation is apparent (+ 5 mV, inset in D). Biphasic decay
of sodium current has been well described in gap-clamp studies
of both amphibian and mammalian nodes (Chiu, 1977; Neumke
and Stampfli, 1982). The solid curves give the theoretical relations for these parameters obtained from traditional gap-clamp
experiments on rat nodes (Schwarz and Eikhof, 1987). In comparison with the theoretical curves, the respective data for the
various parameters appear similar in shape but shifted in the
hyperpolarizing direction. This shift is most likely due to the
virtual absence of Ca2+ in our solutions. In frog nodes, solutions
with no added calcium shift sodium current parameters by - 18
mV relative to normal (2 mM) calcium (Hille et al., 1975). Indeed, our data appear well fit by the theoretical curves when
they are shifted by - 28 mV and - 19 mV for inactivation and
activation, respectively (Fig. SC, dotted lines).
Discussion
Axons in the CNS are surrounded by a variety of neurons,
intemeurons, and multiple glial cell types. Intuitively, in the
PNS, the axon at its isolated outpost would seem to rely more
heavily on its immediate environment for integration or modulation of incoming signals, buffering of ions, and general metabolic support. As a result, it seems surprising that voltagegated ion channels have been demonstrated on every glial cell
type except the mature myelinating Schwann cell. The present
study indicates that, in fact, ion channels are present in adult
myelinating Schwann cells, and furthermore, that the channels
observed are positioned optimally for a functional interaction
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with axons and, thus, for a maximum impact on saltatory conduction. Specifically, the average current per patch measured at
the soma at day 45 is 0.05 and 0 pA for delayed and inward
rectifiers (n = 55, see fig. 7 of Wilson and Chiu, 1990); in comparison, the corresponding average current per paranodal patch
for the delayed rectifier measured under similar conditions is
at least 40-fold higher.
Recent studies on frog myelinated nerves (Jonas et al., 1989)
have suggested that it is possible to record directly from axonal
channels using patch clamp on retracted paranodes similar to
those of the present study. Their results suggest that at least 3
kinetically distinct potassium-channel subtypes underlie the observed axonal macroscopic current. While a detailed kinetic
analysis of single-channel properties was not possible in the
present study due to the large number of channels present in
most patches (as well as the difficulties inherent in Lucifer injections), delayed rectifying potassium channels in both the frog
and the rat begin to activate over a similar voltage range (-60
to - 50 mV). In addition, because the currents observed in both
axon- and Schwann-derived patches are fully activated within
25 mV, they appear most similar to those of the axonal I-type
potassium channel. The other potassium channel type (F) whose
activation is described by Jonas et al. (1989) activated over a
much broader voltage range. Obviously, however, because our
analysis is based primarily on macroscopic currents, contributions of the other potassium channels to the overall current
cannot be ruled out and, indeed, seem likely.
In the present study of mammalian nerves, there appear to
be no morphological characteristics, at least at the light microscopic level, that allow a reliable distinction between axon and
Schwann membranes at retracted paranodes. For example, Lucifer yellow injections at both straight (Fig. 2A) and tapered (Fig.
2B) retracted paranodes could mark Schwann cells. Even though
Lucifer staining seems the most reliable way to identify membranes in patch-clamp studies on retracted mammalian paranodes, a more convenient criterion,
at least for axonal
membranes, is the presence of regenerative sodium currents in
whole-cell recordings. Indeed, such regenerative sodium currents were frequently seen in whole-cell recordings during Lucifer injection. In all of these cases, the dye was subsequently
found to be restricted to axons. In contrast, because large sodium
currents were not a characteristic of all axon stains, there appears
to be no clear way of identifying Schwann-derived patches without recourse to Lucifer staining.

Comparison of glial and axonal currents
Sodium currents. When comparing axon- and Schwann-derived
patches, a major difference in excitability is the apparent absence
of sodium channels in patches originating from Schwann cell
membranes. However, given the small number of successful
patches achieved in sodium current isolation solutions, the conclusion that sodium channels are absent from Schwann cell
paranodal processes seems premature. Sodium channels may
be localized to inaccessible areas, or channel density may be
low. In fact, inward currents resembling sodium currents were
detected in 1 patch where Lucifer staining was questionable;
that is, dye stayed on 1 side of the node but was dim and did
not appear to extend completely to the outer myelin perimeter.
Because this staining pattern could have been due either to
incomplete diffusion of Lucifer yellow through the myelin or to
collapse of the axon, we felt it was not justified to categorize the
patch as myelin derived.
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Potassium currents. Analysis of macroscopic currents suggests
that the potassium channels observed in axon- and Schwannderived patches behave similarly. Apart from the apparent difference in current magnitudes, the only difference in potassium
currents would appear to be in their activation thresholds. The
currents observed in Schwann-derived patches activated at potentials approximately 15 mV negative to current activation in
axons.
Functions of paranodal Schwann cell ion channels
While recent studies suggest a variety of roles for glial ion channels, 2 appear particularly relevant when considering channels
localized within the paranodal apparatus: local transfer of channels to the axon and buffering or accumulation of extracellular
potassium ions released during nerve activity. The implications
of the present results for both of these hypothesized roles are
considered below.
Glial-to-axon transfer of ion channels. An intriguing aspect
of studies on glial ion channels is the diversity of channel types
and the at least qualitative similarity between glial and neuronal
channel populations. The apparent duplication of ion channel
populations in glia and axons has led to the suggestion that glia
provide a local source of channels for axons and, thus, complement neuronal synthesis and axonal transport (Gray and Ritchic, 1985). Channels might be transferred to axons via the
Schwann cells’ paranodal microvilli. In this regard, the present
study was unable to convincingly locate sodium channels in
Schwann-derived paranodal patches. As discussed above, however, there are several plausible reasons for the apparent absence
of sodium currents, including the possibility that sodium channels may be highly localized to a region not accessible to our
patch pipettes even in retracted paranodes. Indeed, an antibody
to sodium channels has been found to label the cytoplasm and
plasmalemma of perinodal astrocytes and Schwann cell processes (Black et al., 1989, 1990). However, it is not clear that
this labeling corresponds to functional sodium channels, though
obviously channels need not be operative in the Schwann cell
membranes for channel transfer to occur.
Bufering or accumulation of extracellularpotassium.
To date,
most evidence suggests that inwardly rectifying potassium channels, as opposed to pumps or active transport processes, are
involved in glial regulation of extracellular potassium (Barres
et al., 1990). However, both the delayed rectifying potassium
channels (which activate close to -75 mV in Fig. 5, though the
actual value may be up to 20 mV more depolarized because of
the low-calcium solution used) and inwardly rectifying potassium channels found in Schwann-derived patches appear well
suited for extracellular potassium regulation. The inwardly rectifying channel is maximally open in the region of the resting
potential (Fig. 7) and therefore would appear to be the first
channel recruited should local potassium concentrations increase. Delayed rectifying channels, on the other hand, would
appear to activate according to demand. Local increases in extracellular potassium should both activate delayed rectifiers according to the degree of depolarization and shift the potassium
equilibrium potential so that these channels would carry inward
current, at least for potassium increases in the physiological
range.
Primarily 2 homeostatic mechanisms are currently under
consideration. In the first mechanism, referred to as spatial buffering (Orkand et al., 1966; Newman, 1984, 1985), local potassium increases are shunted to spatially removed areas. In the
second mechanism, referred to as potassium accumulation (Boyle

and Conway, 1941; Barres et al., 1988, 1990), potassium entering glia via ion channels is balanced by the entry of chloride
and water and, as a result, can be stored locally within glia for
later release. Although potassium accumulation mechanisms
appeared favored in most CNS glia (Barres et al., 1990) at
present it seems difficult to similarly conclude the accumulation
mechanism is operative in Schwann cells. While chloride channels have been observed in cultures of newborn rat Schwann
cells (Howe and Ritchie, 1988) their presence has yet to be
demonstrated in adult myelinating Schwann cells. One might
hypothesize that these chloride channels should be colocalized
with potassium channels in the paranodal processes. Until such
channels are found, it is difficult to consider accumulation as
the primary homeostatic mechanism in force in Schwann cells.
Finally, it is important to note that spatial buffering mechanisms rely on an additional potassium conductance for potassium efflux that is located some distance away from the site of
influx. The path for efflux could include either a leakage or a
voltage-gated potassium conductance and should be present in
either the soma or the myelin sheath. As mentioned earlier,
under most conditions, voltage-gated ionic currents are not detectable in recordings made at the soma of adult myelinating
Schwann cells. However, while the present study offers evidence
that channels are present in Schwann cell paranodal processes,
it does not address whether channels might also be present along
the myelin sheath.
Dzjiusion in the nodal gap. The node of Ranvier presents a
special case for ionic buffering due to its unique morphological,
electrophysiological, and cytochemical properties. A large body
of evidence indicates that ions may not diffuse freely in the
nodal gap. The nodal membrane is located at the bottom of a
gap whose walls are particularly “high” and are formed by the
outer paranodal Schwann cell membrane. Further, the Schwann
cell apparatus bulges out so that the top of the gap is narrower
than the bottom. Effectively, these Schwann cell collars can be
thought of as a “lid” partially isolating the nodal microenvironment from the bulk extracellular space. In large-diameter
fibers, the remaining nodal gap is densely packed by 800-1000
small Schwann cell microvilli, and the space between them is
filled by a matrix substance that exhibits strong cation binding
properties (Landon and Langley, 1971). Indeed, in the nodal
gap, electrophysiological studies have estimated that K ions
diffuse only %,,as fast as in free diffusion (Moran et al., 1980),
and there is a large accumulation of K+ during ionic efflux produced by a maintained depolarization (Dubois and Bergman,
1975; Moran et al., 1980).
The cytochemical properties of the gap substance itself have
been proposed to regulate the ionic microenvironment during
excitation. For example, its cationic binding properties may act
to concentrate Na+ in the nodal vicinity, hence serving as a
reservoir for the Na+ needed during saltatory conduction; likewise, K+ leaving the nodal membrane may be temporarily held
by the gap substance and handed back to the node during recovery from an action potential (Landon and Langley, 197 1).
In addition to cation binding and diffusion mechanisms, the
K channels present on Schwann cell membranes may increase
the efficiency of buffering of free K+ in the nodal gap region.
The numerous Schwann cell microvilli represent a dramatic
increase in the ratio of surface area to volume, a characteristic
typical of an absorptive system. The total membrane area of
the microvilli is about 13 times that of the nodal membrane
(Berthold and Rydmark, 1983a, b). This means that even if the
Schwann K-channel density is about 10 times smaller than for
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axons, the system of microvilli as a whole offers the same K
conductance as in adjacent axonal membrane. In this regard,
myelin splitting and paranodal vacuolization have been observed following prolonged nerve stimulation (Moran and Mateu, 1983; Wurtz and Ellisman, 1986). This may indicate massive entrance of K+ into Schwann cells, which, with the
accompanying influx of water to maintain osmotic balance, may
cause Schwann cell swelling.
At present, it is unclear whether buffering of K+ by paranodal
Schwann cell membranes has a physiological role in normal
conduction. For instance, bath application of 3-5 mM Cs+ did
not impair the frequency of firing in rat spinal root myelinated
axons during tetanus, but did lead to a change in the threshold
for excitation (Baker et al., 1987). It is possible this change in
axonal excitability resulted from a disruption of the glial buffering offered by Schwann cell inward rectifiers that are blocked
by Cs+ (Wilson and Chiu, 1990). It should be noted, however,
that the effect of global disruption of glial buffering may not
have been seen, because Schwann cell delayed rectifiers are not
affected by low concentrations of externally applied Cs+ (Wilson
and Chiu, 1990). In addition, the paranodal, and possibly internodal, inward rectifier population may have been only partially
affected, because Cs+ was applied for less than 5 min in the
studies of Baker et al. (1987) and Schwann cell inward rectifiers
may be partially concealed by myelin (Fig. 1). Finally, both
theoretical calculations (Chiu and Ritchie, 1984) and experimental studies (Barrett and Barrett, 1982) show that the internodal membrane can be coupled electrotonically to the nodal
membrane in intact myelinated nerves. Whether internodal K
channels (Chiu and Ritchie, 1980; Roper and Schwarz, 1989)
could contribute to K+ accumulation in periaxonal space and
whether these ions are cleared by channels located in the innermost Schwann cell turn remain open questions.

Regulation of ion channel expression
In previous studies, whole-cell recordings at the soma of myelinating Schwann cells have shown that voltage-gated currents are
not detectable in adults, suggesting that these soma lack channels. Indeed, as measured by cell-attached recordings, potassium
channels present on the soma of newborn myelinating Schwann
cells are rapidly down-regulated during the first week after birth
as cells begin to elaborate myelin and are virtually absent from
the soma by day 45 (Wilson and Chiu, 1990). During development, once myelin is formed, channels may migrate from the
cell soma to the myelin sheath and distant paranodal processes.
Alternatively, somal and paranodal channels might be under
separate regulatory control. In either case, channels may require
a local axonal signal to remain anchored in the Schwann cell
membrane. Indeed, axonal contact appears important both to
the regulation of Schwann cell proliferation (Wood and Bunge,
1975) and the determination of cell phenotype (Aguayo et al.,
1976). Therefore, the simplest mechanism that would account
for a nonuniform distribution of channels in myelinating
Schwanncellswould annearto relv. in Dart. on a cell-cell tronhic
interaction, the effect of which depends on distance of- the
Schwanncell membranefrom the axon. This distanceis shortest
at birth, when the soma of myelinating Schwann cells are in
closecontact with axonal membranes.but becomeslonger as
myelin is elaborated.A distance-relatedmechanismalsowould
serve to account for the observed differential distribution of
channelsin the somaof adult nonmyelinating and myelinating
Schwanncells (Chiu, 1987, 1988).
Why might the channelson myelinating cellsbe nonuniformly
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distributed? A particularly appealing suggestion is that somal
and paranodal channels subserve different functions. Channels
located on the somas of myelinating Schwann cells appear to
be involved in self-supporting functions such as proliferation
and myelination, as suggested in recent reports (Wilson and
Chiu, 1988; Chiu and Wilson, 1989), whereas channels present
at paranodal processes would seem to be more relevant to local
axonal needs, such as protein transfer (Lasek and Tytell, 198 1)
or maintenance of the nodal microenvironment supporting nerve
transmission.
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